Or, Ten Reasons Why this Issue of News from Native California is Necessary
W ritten by Deborah A. Miranda

Why do we need to write about the missions? Why do we need to tell stories of unspeak
able pain, suffering, loss, and grief? What good does it do? How does this help contem
porary California Indians embroiled in battles over water rights, mineral rights, right-ofway, unratified treaties, federal recognition, repatriation or honorable treatment of sacred
remains, health care, language preservation? How can stories and art about the missions—
closed down in 1834!—make this world a better place for our children, grandchildren?
Doesn’t this kind of recitation of injustice simply tear off the scabs? Shouldn’t we focus on
the future? How can writing and creating artwork about the missions change anything?
S O V E R E IG N T Y .
Elizabeth Cook-Lynn (Crow Creek Lakota) tells us that, ‘Art
and literature and storytelling are at the epicenter of all that
an individual or a nation intends to be.. .and a nation which
does not tell its own stories cannot be said to be a nation
at all." If California Indians don't tell our own stories—in
images, music, stories, literature, sculpture, performance—
we know all too well that someone else will gladly do it for
us—their way.
C R E A T IV IT Y .
Words—written and spoken—are tools of a craft in the same
way that artists use color, form, shape, texture—all the medi
ums and resources at their command. This is the language
of storytelling. Professor Lisbeth Haas tells us there are deep
connections between pre-contact Chumash rock paintings
and Chumash paintings within mission walls. Native writers
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and artists in this issue continue to use art not just to over
turn or expose the traditional narratives of exploitation and
miseducation, but in fact to bring us closer to understanding
our responsibilities, to make certain that words and images,
plants, our very bodies, are used carefully, intentionally, and
creatively rather than destructively.
H IST O R Y .
The effect of the typical fourth grade mission project has
been not just to implant racial stereotypes about Native Cal
ifornians in children’s minds, but also to assert that those
racial stereotypes are, in fact, okay—sanctioned by all of the
authorities in a child’s life, from parents right on up the chain
of school administration and into government. The result
of that, of course, is a general public which then grows up
without questioning laws that discriminate against Native
people, and which doesn’t even know how to have a civil

conversation about historic wrongs, responsibility for jus
tice, or compassion for communities suffering from historical
trauma. The problem with the typical mission project is that
it ignores the complexity of colonization and missionization in favor of a myth that allows people to pretend historical
events do not affect our contemporary lives. If we want change,
we must know history inside and out. “The past isn’t over,”
says writer William Faulkner. “The past isn’t even past.” (I
think Faulkner must have been Indian.)

MEDICINE.
Linda Hogan (Chickasaw) says, “History is our illness."
Think of the legacies that missionization and colonization
have left us: diabetes, substance abuse, obesity, depression,
domestic violence, racism, self-hatred, shame. Who needs
a colonizer anymore—we can do ourselves quite a bit of
damage without outside help! Bonnie Duran and Maria Yel
low Horse Brave Heart call this postcolonial stress disorder,
or historical trauma. Our personal histories are shorter ver
sions of the tribal histories we have endured. It’s all there, in
both timelines. If history is the illness infecting our commu
nities, then we must act as community to find or make the
cure: bring our stories, our knowledges, our strengths, to a
meeting space like this, and share. We cannot afford to iso
late ourselves, to limit ourselves, to let anything or anyone
go to waste because of personal differences; we are fighting
for our lives.

MEMORY.
Our bodies contain both the blessings and the genocide—and
our bodies will not let us claim amnesia. Quite literally, we

carry the memory of genocide in our cells. Ruth Hopkins
(Sisseton-Wahpeton / Mdewakanton / Hunkpapa), a science
professor, writes, “The bottom line is this: your grandpar
ents’ and parents’ behaviors, and any toxins or trauma they
were exposed to, affects your health directly. Likewise, your
behaviors and any toxins or trauma you’re exposed to could
affect the health of your children and grandchildren. Epigenetics may provide hard scientific evidence of intergenerational trauma among American Indians and link it directly
to diseases that currently afflict us, like cancer and diabetes.’’
No, we cannot “opt out” or maintain an “objective” distance
from what we remember. But this collective memory is also
the source of our power, our potential, our inheritance.

STORY.
Sociologists Robert Russell and Paul Van Den Broek state,
"People organize, comprehend, store, and relate important
experiences in their lives through schematic representations
that take narrative form”—or as we say in Indian Country,
story. Storytelling has long been known to help survivors
heal from traumatic events. Psychiatrist M.J. Horowitz notes
that failure to resolve traumatic events may result in con
tinued depression and inability to think clearly. By contrast,
active confrontation with the trauma improves overall mood
and boosts immune functioning. “Active confrontation” may
be defined as taking control of the narrative, owning our sto
ries. Nick Thompson (Western Apache) says that his people
have a way of “stalking with stories” or “shooting with sto
ries” those who need instruction or correction. We must aim
our stories precisely.
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Truth is not bound by a calendar, a timeline; it is not contained
by decades or centuries. The truth about California missions
exists whether ten years or ten centuries have passed: there is no
expiration date by which we must pull that truth off the shelf.

TRUTH.

ALLIES.

Ernestine Saankalaxt’ Hayes (Tlingit) tells us, “There is a
chronology to the truth; a truth chronology which tran
scends temporal chronology.” Truth is not bound by a cal
endar, a timeline; it is not contained by decades or centu
ries. The truth about California missions exists whether ten
years or ten centuries have passed: there is no expiration date
by which we must pull that truth off the shelf. But buried
truths give off a terrible stink. The stink of dysfunction and
self-harm and unresolved grief emanates from buried truths.
Learning to accept and internalize these truths is one of our
hardest tasks as Indigenous people. A Cahuilla woman once
told me that in her culture, potters are obligated to reuse the
broken shards of pots to make new pots. Obligated. That’s
good guidance as we encounter the many shards of our
tribal truths: obligated to honor and re-integrate them, the
good, bad, and ugly.

News from Native California and Heyday were born from the
mind of a hippy from a working class neighborhood in Bos
ton; like Malcolm, many of our strongest allies have been
non-natives whose hearts and souls (and frequently wallets)
are fiercely, lovingly engaged in the struggles and joys of Cal
ifornia Indians. Linguists, botanists, editors, book designers,
anthropologists, journalists, librarians, museum curators,
bookstore owners, archivists...although California Indians
are understandably wary of appropriation or outright theft
of cultural items and concepts, we also remember, honor,
and work with many talented people who devote huge
chunks of their lives to working for justice in a state with a
terrible history of injustice. We are not alone.

LAND.
Our poor battered Mother. She is still so beautiful. Coloni
zation keeps us fenced off from her, separates us with pave
ment, iron, concrete, laws. Yet we continue to find ways to
return to her embrace, continue to batde for the right to har
vest sacred foods and basket-weaving materials, leave offer
ings, or simply to meet on our own homelands to celebrate
who we are. We carry the elements of this California earth
in our teeth, our bones, our blood, no m atter where we go. I
once wrote, “Where we are from is who we are. Our bodies,
like compasses, find the way home.” This is our manifesto,
our right, as California Indians. Beneath all of our work,
words, art, and sweat runs the land, our heart, still beating.
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RAGE.
Author and environmental activist Terry Tempest Wil
liams asks, "How do we take our anger and transform it into
sacred rage? How do we create a language that opens the
heart instead of closing it, a language that creates commu
nity rather than divides it? To bear witness is not a passive
act. It’s an act of consequence that leads to consciousness.”
There is such a thing as good anger, sacred rage: from this,
perhaps, we come to a place of awe. We sometimes do not
know what we are capable of accomplishing until that sacred
rage fills us, spreads to others through clarifying words and
images. We are opening our hearts to one another. Come in.
Go in. ▼
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